A community of runners helping runners
Set a goal, chart your progress and get help
along the way! Start at eachcoach.com/goal
coach me if you ran

set a goal

It’s a fact: You’re more likely to stick to your goals if you declare them in public.

This week: Runners getting ready for the Around the Bay race in Hamilton, Ont., on Mar. 30

Jim Moulds I want to be faster
than my wife! 53 seconds to go.

Alberto Alvarez
This is my first
race over 10K.
My goal is to
finish the race
under 3 hours.
Debbie Armstrong 3:25:00
Matt Barfoot
Sub 2:08
Ivo Biancucci
Under 3 hours
and 30 minutes.
Michael Bobseine 2 hours
and 40 minutes.
I’ve run much
faster in the past
(2:15:31), but
age is seemingly
catching up with
me (despite Ed
Whitlock being
my inspiration).
Michelle Bolhuis 3:45 BAREFOOT
Elizabeth
Bowerman
Under 28 mins in
the 5K!
David Brezer
To complete my
16th straight
Around the Bay.
Michelle Brown
My race goal is
to finish in three
hours or under. I
am going with an
amazing group
of girls and we
just want to have
fun and enjoy the
race.
John Cvijanovich Complete
the 5K in under

26 minutes.
Patricia Drozda
3:05:00

John Fellman
I'm an occasional
runner, almost
54 and trying to
beat 3:50 for my
second attempt!

Manuel Fernandez Gayosso
Finish strong,
under three
hours, and enjoy
every step of the
way.
Melanie Fisher
To finish!
Jane Fletcher
I’ve completed
many 5K and two
10K relays. This
year, I’d like to
complete the
Half of the Bay,
15K.
Dean Foster I’m
a past winner,
1978. Now I want
to be first in my
category, 55-59.
Time? Sub-two
hours.
Ryan Gallant
My only goal is
to finish. I’ve
been working
very hard and
have lost 70lbs!
I signed up for

the race because
my uncle Mark
has run the race
many times
before and I’m
proud to run by
his side this year
and hopefully
many years to
come.
Sherri Gardiner
Finish 5 minutes
faster than last
year.
Christopher
John Grieg My
time goal is
2:05:30.

Brian Groot My
goal for 2014 is
to finish under
2 hours and receive my second
gold medal. I’m
training with the
most focus I’ve
had since 2010
with a fast 100
miler planned
for August so is
always an excellent race to get
the year started
off right.
Nancy Hanzel
My goal this year
is to complete
the 5K race
30 minutes or
under.
Claire Heslop
Not get caught
behind a train!
Also, sub 2:30

Cindy Heuck My
goal is to finish
in 3 hours and 15
minutes. Having
lupus has been
a 19-year challenge. Running
lets me know
it is still under
control. Here is
fighting the good
fight and moving
forward!
Jack Huang
Finish the race
within 3 hours
Marsha Huff
Run the 10K
(3-person relay)
in one hour
Sarah Johnston
To FINISH it :)
Greg Kay 3 hours
Grant Kimura
Complete within
3.5 hours

Maria Lalla My
goal for the race
is to run for my
dad who is dying
from cancer. It
will be a tough
time as he was
currently told he
had 3-6 months
left. I have only
done a half marathon before this
race last October
and am also
training for my
first marathon
in Ottawa this
May. Running has
been a great way
for me to deal
with my personal
struggles with
this news and
helps me figure
out what my
futures goals are
regarding running and the fight
against cancer.
I just turned 40
this year.
Ray Lim 2:56:00

30 K

Leanne Loney
To finish in under
2:30 gun time
to get a silver
medal!
Catherine Losielle Finir avec le
sourir. C'est ma
plus grande distance ... jamais
couru plus de 21
... c’est donc un
grand défi pour
moi.
Steven MacDonald 5K in 24
minutes
Stephanie
Maggs 2:59:59
Arturo Mahecha
My goal is to finish. I ran the race
35 years ago and
now I'm almost
56 and time
doesn't matter.
I just want to arrive within the
time limit.
Bernardo
Majano Break
2:15
Kathy Mantel I'm
looking for under
2:30 to receive
a silver medal,
would like to do
this with an even
pace of 4:45/K
Mike Master
2:30:00

chart your progress
Brock Armstrong I pushed
through a cold,
slippery, annoying, high heart
rate, “throw out
any preconceptions of pace,”
tempo run yesterday. And although
I was gassed after
only 10K, it felt
better than giving
up and hitting the
treadmill ... or the
couch.
Valerie
Beauchesne I
got out running
three times last

week and went
cross country
skiing!
Adelle Bemister
Making use of
indoor tracks and
a vision board is
helping to stay
focused.
Leah Burke It
wasn’t the plan
but I’ve taken up
winter running
... Outside ... In
the cold. And it’s
freezing, but I
enjoy it, and I’m
proud of myself
for not being
afraid of doing it.
Chris Butz
Registered for the
Hypo half in three
weeks.

Debbie Cass I’m
back up to doing
10K for my weekly long run.
Jacqueline
Chaine Two
solid weeks of
four runs (with
inclines/speed
workouts); gym
to bike/cardio
class and yoga!
Now we start the
long runs with
10K and add 2K
every week; my
favourite distance
is the 21.1K, but
feeling like a
new challenge

like a marathon
(written with
a scrunched
face and pulse
increase of 200
hundred). I really
need help now
with nutrition and
weight loss.
Teri Chase I've
been sluggish all
week putting off
my runs because
of the weather,
but today I ran at
a track and got in
a long run. It was
a nice break from
the cold and the
biggest bonus
was being able to
run a little faster
because there
was no ice.

Carrie O’Neill asks Can you suggest a cardio workout I can do in my
living room with just a jump rope, weights and a yoga mat? There are
days when I can’t get out for a run because I have no one to watch my
daughter.
Clare Horan replies I always find it hard to pull together a complete

Shereen Thompson Sub 3:00 for
me! Training race for first full
marathon on May 5

in 3:30 or less!
Blair Poetscbke
2:20:00
Justina Poisson
3:15:00
Bud Purves
2:56:00
Sean Purvis
2:45:00
Louise SawyerCribbie My goal
is to finish the
race with a smile
and to enjoy
the road trip to
Hamilton with my
good friends!
Mark Sheldrake
My goal is 2:20
Walter Siqueira
30K below 3

Laska Pare It will be my first time
running ATB and I would love to
do it in under three hours! 2:59:59,
I’ll gladly take it!

hours
Bruce Smith I'm
running my 24th
Around the Bay.
To honour ATB's
120th year, I'm
fundraising for
St. Joseph's by
running a warmup 120K starting
at noon the day
before and then
running the race
for a total of
150K.
Kate Spencer
I’m hoping to run
in three hours.
Failing that, I
always want to
finish upright and
smiling.
Rick Straughen
My goal is to run
under 2:05 for the
30K and support
my friends also
running the race.
Uwe Stueckmann Somewhere around 3
hours
Roland Thomas
I want to finish in
less than 3:30
Monique Travale ... to complete it, and to
better my time
from last year
(3:09).

Lisa Truscott
My goal is to
finish at around
the 4 hour mark.
However, seeing
as this will be my
first attempt at
more than a half
marathon, just
finishing will be
a personal best
time.
Paul Wallis This
year I'm running
the for the 12th
time. It will be
(hopefully) my
3rd time running
the race barefoot
(with no shoes at
all). I always find
the course very
challenging, especially crossing
the metal bridge
at the halfway
point in bare
feet. The other
barefoot runners
I know have officially dubbed
it the "cheese
grater bridge."
Rob Welsh 5K
race under 20
minutes.
Debbie Wills
2:50:00
Jayson Wilson
3:45:00

Sharing strides toward your goals inspires other runners
distance run and
would like to improve my speed.

Laura Clark I ran
30K — my longest
run yet!
Jean Desharnais
Hard week: Began
the week with
very low energy
and training suffered. Thursday
was an interval
session (2 series
of 8 x 30/30) at 5K
pace. Got injured
in my right knee.
So I will try to rest
easy for a couple
of days.
Sandra Francis
Ran 17K, this
my long, slow,

get help along the way
Angie Gordon asks I’ve just been told my spine is in degeneration
mode meaning my one passion and therapy of running is compromised. I’m devastated, are there options?
Dave Emilio replies You should try seeing a sports med doctor to get
another opinion. You didn’t say if you had diagnostic testing done
(X-Ray/MRI etc). Cross training can be very helpful for some runners,
like pool running or strength training. Core strength could help your
back. Let pain be your guide. If it’s really painful to run, then something needs to change. I highly recommend seeing a sports doctor or
physiotherapist.

Joseph Mauko
As crazy as this
sounds, I’m running during the
night from Toronto to the ATB
start-line, 60-70K
expected, then
run 30K Around
the Bay. Goal
is to finish (the
race) under 3:30;
then find out how
to get home by
GO train.
Jon McCloud
2:30:00
Amanda

McNulty 2 hours
45 minutes
Charles Minor
2:15 Silver Medal
Andrew Morris Finishing!
(5:15/K; 2:38)
Teresa Munro
30K is the longest I will have
ever run and
with this winter
presenting with
training challenges, I'll be content to finish the
race strong.
Lorne Murdock
I’m 72 years
young and have
been actively
running since
2007. Currently
training in a
marathon clinic
in order to get in
the longer distances and to build
more endurance.
This will be my
4th time running
the ATB Race.
Andrea Olive
Finish in 2:55:00!
Jeri Olson My
goal is to run
11:30-minute
miles and get to
the finish line!!
Jessica Philip To
complete the 30K

Scott Johnson
I was able to get
all five runs in this
week, and complete by distance
goals.
Kelli-an
Lawrance My
goal is to run with
JOY. My joy this
week came from
recognizing how
much my running friends care
about me and
each other!
Tony Leslie

Reevaluated my
goals for 2014 and
intend to train
carefully to avoid
repetitive injuries. Adding 10%
mileage per week
for 2014 also
cross training
and yoga at least
once per week.
Linda Macchia
Speedwork on
Tuesday: 1 mile
warm up, 12x400
at 9.1 mph with
90 second recoveries.
Paula-Marie
Mather Hard to
keep motivated
when the winds
are cold and the
footing is bad;

I've been keeping
to my schedule
of running three
times a week and
cross training.
I keep telling
myself how good
I am going to feel
after my workout.
Rob McLeod
When warmer
have snowshoed
cross training
and one run, but
otherwise not
motivated to go
out in cold and
wind.

Erane McManus
I bought a quilted

skirt and I love it!
Mine’s from North
Face, but there are
others out there
(I think Brooks
makes one). Try
it — it’ll keep your
rear end and your
tummy warm!
Kelli McRobert
Managed to complete a 6.7K snowshoe race in the
Dion Snowshoe
Challenge held
here in Sydenham, Ont.
Deanne Metzloff
I’ve been struggling to get all my
workouts in as
my girls’ skating
teams are getting
ready for Region-

als this weekend
but I can see my
treadmill pace
improving since
the beginning of
the year.

Amy Mirate
After working a
gruelling 12-hour
shift on my feet
and not getting
to bed until midnight, I got up at
5:30 and put in
my 12 miles and
even managed
to finish with my
last mile as my
fastest mile!

Ask us a question; we’ll find you a coach from our community.

workout. I find it hard to know if I should be doing squats first, then
arm, abs, cardio or if it really matters. So what I do is either go on to
YouTube or use an app for a pre-set work out and follow that. These
apps/YouTube are really good for showing you correct techniques
and motivating you! Saying that, just skipping rope and doing planks
won’t led you too far wrong!
Ned Gelinas asks I’ve been wearing Brooks Pureflow runners for the
last two years and they have seen me through two half marathons.
This year I intend to complete a full marathon and am concerned
my shoes are not sturdy enough to carry me the whole way. Any
suggestions for low, sturdy runners, suitable to train and race in?
Dan Way replies It sounds like you’ve already found a shoe you enjoy
(The Brooks Pureflow is a neutral, lightweight and low-drop shoe). If
you train wearing this shoe and your body responds favourably (no
issues or injuries), there is no reason why it won’t work for the mara-

thon distance. That said, be sure your shoes are not worn out/overused (the rule of thumb is to replace your pair after about 500K) and
also be sure to run at least one or two long (30+K) runs in them before the race. Also consider buying a second pair and rotating them.
Carrie La Pierre asks This week my goal is to implement better
technique when doing hill training. After the first few I start to
get tired and slouch. Shoulders back, push off ball of foot, looking
up, pumping arms. What else? Jeff Dolgin replies One of the most
effective techniques I ever learned about running up hills was to
maintain the same amount of exertion (not the same speed) when
you are climbing one and to imagine that there is a rope around your
chest gently pulling you forward (this helps in maintaining your posture as well as giving you something to think about other than how
much you hate running up hills). Also, take slightly deeper breaths
and let them out slowly to provide a more oxygen to your muscles.

questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

